Heated Tobacco Products Create Side-Stream Emissions: Implications for Regulation
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Abstract
A number of tobacco manufacturers are promoting products where the tobacco is reportedly “heated” rather than burned. It has been claimed that certain heated tobacco products produce only mainstream and no side-stream emissions. In this study we investigated these claims for a commercially available heated tobacco product and, by using a simple experimental design, investigated whether the high temperature heating of the tobacco matrix during product activation and use results in the generation of side-stream emissions. By way of comparison, the Nicorette® inhalator and a leading e-cigarette brand were also investigated. Our findings indicated that a large number of different chemical compounds were released into the airspace around the heated tobacco product when switched on and during consumer use, indicating the generation of side-stream emissions. As the public health community has concluded there is no safe level of exposure to tobacco-containing product emissions, this would be of concern and warrants further investigation. Based on our data showing side-stream emissions from the tobacco matrix, the use of heated tobacco products in indoor public places should fall under the same regulations as cigarettes.

Introduction
It is well known that when tobacco burns, many thousands of chemicals are released from the tobacco matrix and are inhaled by consumers and bystanders [1,2]. It has been stated that the majority of smoking-related diseases are caused not by nicotine but by the generation of harmful or potentially harmful smoke constituents (HPHCs) from the burning of tobacco [3,4]. In response, a number of tobacco manufacturers are promoting products where the tobacco is reportedly “heated” rather than burned in an attempt to reduce HPHC emissions [5-7]. This is not a new concept, as cigarette-based heated tobacco products were first marketed in the USA in the 1980s and proved to be commercially unsuccessful. Heated tobacco products are now being revived and repositioned as an alternative for smokers who may not wish to replace conventional cigarettes with non-tobacco products such as electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes). While some manufacturers claim heated tobacco products do not produce side-stream emissions, the major component of ‘second-hand smoke’, this has yet to be independently verified [8-12]. Since the World Health Organisation has stated “there is no safe level of exposure to second-hand tobacco smoke” [13] and the British Medical Association (BMA) has stated that “almost 85 per cent of second-hand smoke is in the form of invisible, odourless gases” [14], claims of an absence of side-stream emissions from heated tobacco products warrants investigation. To that end, we sought to investigate whether or not side-stream emissions were generated by a commercially available heated tobacco product. For comparative purposes, we also investigated the Nicorette® inhalator and a leading e-cigarette.

Experimental Section
The analytical technique Proton Transfer Reaction-Mass Spectrometry (PTR-MS) was used to sample and analyze for any side-stream emissions released to the airspace around an iQOS heated tobacco product with regular Marlboro HeatSticks (manufacturer, Philip Morris International) when activated by the user (but not puffed) and also during product use. Additionally, sampling was conducted for a Nicorette® inhalator (15 mg nicotine replacement aid; manufacturer, McNeill Consumer Healthcare Ltd) and Blu® closed system e-cigarette (18 mg nicotine; manufacturer, Fontem Ventures B.V.) All products used in this study were used in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions and consumed ad libitum i.e., there was no pre-defined consumption requirement. For each of the different products, a number of replicate puffs were made and representative data from a single puff is shown. In short, the PTR-MS instrument ionizes volatile organic compounds (VOCs) in the gas phase through their reaction with H3O+ to form protonated VOCs (VOCH+) which can then be detected by a mass spectrometer [15]. This process can be run on air samples with or without dilution as normal air gases (e.g., N₂, O₂, CO₁) have a proton affinity less than water and thus are not ionized. Most VOCs have a proton affinity greater than water and therefore are readily ionized and detected [15]. Analyses with PTR-MS can be conducted in real-time and continuously without the need for sample preparation [15]. Airspace analysis was conducted by connecting the PTR-MS inlet to the test chamber and sampling directly. PTR-MS operating conditions were as follows: drift tube voltage, 500 V; drift tube pressure, 2.3 mbar; drift tube temperature, 120°C; drift tube length, 9.3 cm; E/N ratio, 130 Td (Townsends; where E is electric field and N is the number density of the gas in the drift tube); inlet temperature, 120°C. The experimental set-up is outlined in Figure 1.

Results and Discussion
Qualitative characterization of side-stream emissions
Following activation of the iQOS heated tobacco product, as per the manufacturer’s instructions, a large number of different VOC species across a range of masses were released into the airspace (Figure 2A). This clearly indicates the generation of side-stream emissions when the device is activated but not puffed by the consumer, which
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chemicals are being released from the high temperature heating of the tobacco matrix in the HeatSticks. Given the similarities of the Marlboro branded HeatStick used in the IQOS device to a conventional cigarette, the detection of side-stream emissions is perhaps not surprising even though it has been stated that such products produce no side-stream aerosol/smoke [8-12]. Given the findings presented in this pilot study, this requires further investigation.

The PTR-MS mass spectra of the VOCs in the airspace around the Nicorette® inhalator (Figure 2C) and the e-cigarette (Figure 2D) during product use are virtually indistinguishable. Moreover, the Nicorette® inhalator and the e-cigarette profiles are entirely distinct from that of the heated tobacco product, as may be anticipated given these products do not contain tobacco. The Nicorette® inhalator was selected as an appropriate comparator in this study as the UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) has indicated this should be used as a reference product, if manufacturers intend to license e-cigarettes as medicinal products [16].

Future investigations

PTR-MS is a one dimensional technique that characterizes VOCs via their mass; to enable identification of the chemicals in the side-stream emissions from the heated tobacco product it is necessary to further calibrate the machine for identification and quantification of compounds of regulatory interest e.g., HPHCs in tobacco products and tobacco smoke as developed by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [17]. We will therefore determine the identities of the many different VOCs released to the airspace, and by extension to the bystander’s breathing space, from the heated tobacco product when activated and used by the consumer. Moreover, it is also conceivable that differences in side-stream emissions may be observed under varying user consumption topographies. Further research in these areas will be informative.

Conclusions

The release of side-stream emissions from heated tobacco products has been observed by PTR-MS using the simple method presented here. These emissions are generated by the high temperature heating of the HeatSticks tobacco matrix inserted within the IQOS device.

The public health community has stated that there is no safe level of exposure to tobacco-containing product emissions [13,18], and so the side-stream constituents including nicotine, released during activation and use of the iQOS heated tobacco product can lead to exposure to bystanders; this would be of concern to public health authorities and warrants further investigation.

It is conceivable that based on these findings and the conclusions of public health community regarding tobacco product emissions, the use of heated tobacco products should be included in smoke-free legislation.
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